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◉ Company Introduction

BODYLOGIC is a company that specializes in functional clothing to facilitate the happiness of customers 

through good posture and a healthy and beautiful body. We produce and sell new-concept functional 

clothing applying the Torque Band of Multiple Densites technology (TBMD), a patented technology. 

BODYLOGIC is a functional clothing brand that improves posture using the biomechanical characteristics of the 

body.

◉ Items (품목 및 제품명 등 한줄로 간단한 소개)

 Tights / BodyLogic Tank top
◉ Features ◉ Specification

Classic
Angle Tights

Classic Angle Tights is Functional 

clothing (patented in Korea, China, 

Japan, and Europe) that applies a 

taping therapy method. Can be 

used year-round. It improves the 

balance and posture of the body 

and shapes the body beautifully 

using the patented technology 

Torque Band.

Classic Angle Tights lifts the pelvis 

and wraps it stably, presses the 

lower abdomen, stably supports the 

waist, lifts the hip line, rotates the 

thighs for resilience and slimming, 

protects the knees, rotates the 

calves for a slimmer line.



Classic / Light
Mid-thigh

Girdle

Light type has the basic function 

and provides a thinner, comfortable 

wearing feeling. It is comfortable 

to wear year-round, even during 

the summer.

Mid-thigh Girdle lifts the pelvis 

and wraps it stably, presses the 

lower abdomen, stably supports the 

waist, lifts the hip line, rotates the 

thighs for resilience and slimming.

Tank top

The ergonomically-designed 

quadruple direction taping (torque 

band) straightens out rounded 

shoulders and improves forward 

head and sway back. 

Tank top shoulder bands wrap 

around the shoulders as if pulling 

with your hands and pull the 

shoulders towards you back and 

straightens them.

All bands are connected and 

support the back.

Tank top has excellent air 

permeability and absorptivity.

Light
Nee Tights

Light type has the basic function 

and provides a thinner, comfortable 

wearing feeling. It is comfortable 

to wear year-round, even during 

the summer.

Light Nee Tights lifts the pelvis 

and wraps it stably, presses the 

lower abdomen, stably supports the 

waist, lifts the hip line, rotates the 

thighs for resilience and slimming, 

protects the knees.

Light
Short Girdle

Light type has the basic function 

and provides a thinner, comfortable 

wearing feeling. It is comfortable 

to wear year-round, even during 

the summer.

Short Girdle lifts the pelvis and 

wraps it stably, presses the lower 

abdomen, stably supports the waist, 

lifts the hip line.


